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Abstract

Nowadays, customer expectations are increasing and organizations are prone to operate in an uncertain
environment. Under this uncertain environment, the ultimate success of the firm depends on its ability to integrate
business processes among supply chain partners. Supply chain management emphasizes cross-functional links to
improve the competitive strategy of organizations. Now, companies are moving from decoupled decision processes
towards more integrated design and control of their components to achieve the strategic fit. In this paper, a new
approach is developed to design a multi-echelon, multi-facility, and multi-product supply chain in fuzzy
environment. In fuzzy environment, mixed integer programming problem is formulated through fuzzy goal
programming in strategic level with supply chain cost and volume flexibility as fuzzy goals. These fuzzy goals are
aggregated using minimum operator. In tactical level, continuous review policy for controlling raw material
inventories in supplier echelon and controlling finished product inventories in plant as well as distribution center
echelon is considered as fuzzy goals. A non-linear programming model is formulated through fuzzy goal
programming using minimum operator in the tactical level. The proposed approach is illustrated with a
numerical example.

Keywords: Supply chain, Fuzzy goal programming, Performance vector, Continuous review policy, Strategic level,
Tactical level
Introduction
Globalization itself is a great change in business environ-
ment which causes great trend towards global trade and
competition. It became important for enterprises to de-
velop long-term strategic relations between suppliers
and customers. Also, due to the introduction of new
products with shorter life cycles and the heightened ex-
pectations of customers, it became a must for business
organizations to focus on their supply chains. The sup-
ply chain, which is also referred to as the network of
suppliers, manufacturing centers, warehouses, distribu-
tion centers, and customers as well as logistic informa-
tion systems connected by an organization's suppliers
and customers of its customers. Basing on the organi-
zation's competitive strategy, efficient or responsive sup-
ply chains are modeled by integrating business plans at
strategic and tactical levels.
Cohen and Lee (1988) developed a model of material

requirement policy for every shop in a production
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system using cost-based stochastic sub-models, namely
material control sub-model, production sub-model, and
distribution sub-model, to predict the performance of al-
ternative manufacturing strategies. Robinson et al.
(1993) designed an integrated distribution system for a
two-echelon, uncapacitated distribution location prob-
lem as a mixed integer programming problem and
illustrated with a case study. Pyke and Cohen (1994)
developed a supply chain model by considering multiple
products, with independent demand and expedited
batches, and optimized the total cost of supply chain
subjected to the service levels for all products. Petrovic
and Roy (1998) developed a simulation model of supply
chain in an uncertain environment, with customer de-
mand and supply of raw materials as vague, which are
represented with fuzzy sets. Beamon (1998) presented an
overview and evaluation of the performance measures
used in supply chain models.
Sabri and Beamon (2000) developed a supply chain

model that facilitates simultaneous strategic and oper-
ational planning using an interactive method. Vorst
(2000) formulated supply chains for agriculture products
through linear programming approach. Chen and Tzeng
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(2000) adopted fuzzy multi-objective approach in order
to reduce the computational complexity of the inte-
grated supply chain model. Tsiakis et al. (2001) devel-
oped a mixed integer linear programming model for the
design of multi-product, multi-echelon supply chain net-
works consisting of manufacturing sites, warehouses, di-
stribution centers, and customer zones. Yu et al. (2003)
proposed a strategic production-distribution mixed inte-
ger programming model for supply chain design by in-
corporating logical constraints to represent the BOM.
Lee et al. (2002) presented a hybrid methodology that
combines the analytic and simulation models for an inte-
grated production-distribution model in supply chain. Li
(2002) proposed a method of building a supply chain
management system that determines production plan
purchasing plan, inventory plan, and distribution plan by
minimizing the total cost. Chen et al. (2003) formulated
a multi-objective mixed integer non-linear programming
problem and adopted a two-phase fuzzy decision-
making method to solve the supply chain model invol-
ving manufacturing plants, distribution centers, and
retailers. Eskigun et al. (2005) modeled a supply chain
network design and proposed Lagrangian heuristic
method to obtain strategic decision of the model. Amiri
(2006) developed a mixed integer programming model
and proposed a heuristic procedure for a supply chain
network design. The paper addresses network design
problem in a supply chain system that involves locating
production plants and distribution warehouses and de-
termining the best strategy for distributing the product
from plants to warehouses and from the warehouses to
the customers. Liang (2008) developed a fuzzy multi-
objective linear programming model with piecewise
linear membership function to solve integrated multi-
product and multi-time-period production-distribution
planning decision problems with fuzzy objectives.
Farahani and Elahipanah (2008) developed a mixed

integer linear programming model with two objective
functions, namely minimizing costs and minimizing the
sum of backorders and surpluses of products. Peidro
et al. (2009) proposed a fuzzy mixed integer linear pro-
gramming model where data are ill known and modeled
by triangular fuzzy numbers for supply chain plan-
ning under supply, process, and demand uncertainties.
Troncoso et al. (2011) adopted a mixed integer program-
ming method for integrated strategy and compared this
strategy with decoupling strategy. Narayana Rao and
Venkatasubbaiah (2011) developed an integrated pro-
curement, production, and distribution supply chain
model in fuzzy environment. Bouzembrak et al. (2011)
developed a green supply chain network design problem
with environmental concerns. In the study, the authors
considered warehouse and distribution center loca-
tions, building technology selection, and processing-
distribution planning as the strategic decisions in the
model.
Supply chain models developed, except for a few ones,

ignored vagueness, but in the real world, supply chains
operate in a vague or uncertain environment. In this
context, uncertainty may be related to the specification
of objectives, constraints, or variables. In this paper, a
supply chain model is developed through simultaneous
strategic and tactical planning in fuzzy environment.
In fuzzy environment, a fuzzy goal programming

method is adopted to incorporate the inherent vagueness
in supply chain cost and volume flexibility at strategic
level. In tactical level also, a fuzzy goal programming
method is developed to incorporate vagueness present in
three objectives, viz. cost of controlling raw material in-
ventory at the supplier echelon and cost of controlling
products at plant and distribution center echelons.
A numerical illustration with four echelons, to pro-

duce and distribute four types of products using four
types of raw materials from five suppliers, is presented.
The mixed integer programming problem is formulated
at strategic level and non-liner programming problem is
formulated at tactical level, and both are solved using
LINGO 8.0 optimization solver.

Strategic level
The strategic level considers the design of an integrated
procurement, production, and distribution supply chain
network. The objective functions (supply chain cost and
volume flexibility) and the constraints considered in the
model are discussed below.

Supply chain cost
The supply chain cost (SCC) is a mixed integer linear
function. This linear objective function contains various
components. These components are raw material pur-
chase price, transportation cost of raw materials shipped
from suppliers to plants, fixed cost associated plant and
distribution center operations, transportation cost of
products shipped from plants to distribution centers,
and transportation cost of products from distribution
centers to customer zones:

SCC ¼ ∑
njk

anjk þ C1nj
� �� Rnjk þ ∑

k
f 1k � q2kþ

∑
l
f 2l � q3l þ ∑

ikl
Sikl � BCikl þ ∑

ilm
dilm � Dim � Y lm

ð2:1Þ

Volume flexibility
It is the linear objective function that comprises plant
volume flexibility VF and distribution volume flexibility.
Plant volume flexibility is measured as the difference be-
tween plant capacity and capacity utilization. Distribution
volume flexibility is measured as the difference between
the available throughput and demand requirements. The
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following function represents volume flexibility of the sup-
ply chain:

VF ¼ ∑
k

q2k � Pk−∑
i
E2ik � Xik

� �� �

þ ∑
l

q3l � T3lð ÞH− ∑
im
E3il � Dim � Y lm

� �� �
ð2:2Þ

The various constraints governing the supply chain
model are shown below.

� Raw material availability

Raw material requirement at the plants should be within
the limits of raw material availability at the supplier.

∑
k
Rnjk≤Rnj ∀n; j ð2:3Þ

� Plant production capacity
Total production quantities at each plant should not
exceed the plant capacity.

∑
i
E2ik � Xik≤Pk � q2k ∀k ð2:4Þ

� Raw material supply
Shipping of raw materials from the ranked suppliers
to the plants should be sufficient to meet the
production requirement of the products at the plants.

∑
i
uni � Xik≤∑Rnjk

∀n; k Rnjk ¼ RAnj � ∑
i
uni � Xik ∀n; j; k

ð2:5Þ
� Minimum and maximum bounds on production

quantity

P2ikð ÞL � q2k≤Xik≤ P2ikð ÞH � q2k ∀i; k ð2:6Þ
� Minimum and maximum bounds on throughput

capacities of distribution centers

T3lð ÞL � q3l≤∑
im
E3il � Dim � Y lm≤ T3lð ÞH � q3l ∀l

ð2:7Þ
� Assignment of each customer zone to exactly one

distribution center

∑
l
Y lm ¼ 1 ∀m ð2:8Þ

� Production requirement
Quantity of the products available at the plant
ensures the shipping quantity from the plant.

Xik ¼ ∑
l
BCikl ∀i; k ð2:9Þ

� Shipping quantity of products
Total shipments to customer zones should be equal
to the demand at the customer zones.

∑
k;l

BCikl ¼ ∑
m

Dim ∀i ð2:10Þ

� Demand requirement at each distribution center
Shipping quantity of the product should satisfy the
demand of the product at the distribution center.

∑
k
BCikl ¼ ∑

m
Y lm � Dim ∀i; l ð2:11Þ

� Non-negativity constraints
Ensure the following variables to be non-negative.

Xik ;BCikl;Rnjk≥0 ∀n; i; j; k; l ð2:12Þ
� Binary variable restriction

Ensure the following variables to be binary.

q2k ; q3l;Y lm ¼ 0 or 1; ∀k; l;m ð2:13Þ

Tactical level
In the tactical level, a non-linear programming model is
formulated at supplier, plant and distribution center ech-
elons to minimize the cost of controlling raw materials
and finished products at plant and distribution center
echelons. Continuous review inventory policy is assumed
at the echelons. The models at these echelons are
discussed below.

Supplier echelon model
In the supplier echelon, the total cost of controlling raw
material n required at plant k under continuous review
policy is given by the following equation:

TCSnk ¼ q2k ½MD1nk
Q1nk

� K1nk þ H1nk
Q1nk
2

þ s1nk

� �

þ MD1nk � P1nk
Q1nk

� �
� σ1nk � LI1nkð Þ�;

ð3:1Þ

where TCSnk total cost of controlling raw material n re-
quired at plant k, MDInk mean demand of raw material
n required at plant k, ML1nk expected demand of raw
material n during lead time at plant k, LI1nk = IN((us)nk),
loss integral representing the expected number of units
out of stock during an order cycle of raw material n at
plant k, and (us)nk standardized variable at the supplier
echelon.
The reorder point of raw material n required at plant

k can be determined from the following relationship:

s1nk ¼ ML1nk þ usð Þnk �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
VL1nk

p
: ð3:2Þ

The expected demand over lead time is determined
from the following relationship:
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ML1nk ¼ ∑
i
uni � Xik

� �
� T4nk ; ∀n; k ð3:3Þ

The average total lead time of raw material n at plant
k is calculated as the sum of the raw material lead time
and delay time considering all the suppliers, as shown
below (Sabri and Beamon 2000):

T4nk ¼
∑v T1njk þ T2nj � 1−A1nj

� �� �
N

ð3:4Þ

where N is the number of vendors.
The following relation gives the lead-time demand

variance and standard deviation since production de-
mand (Xij) is fixed:

VL1nk ¼ ∑
i
uni � Xik

� �2
� Var T4nkð Þ; ð3:5Þ

σ1nk ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
VL1nk

p
ð3:6Þ

The following relation gives variance of total lead time
of raw material n at plant k:

Var T4nkð Þ ¼ maxj V1njk
� �þmaxj V2nj

� �
1–A1nj
� �	 


þmaxj V22nj 1–A1nj
� �

A1nj
� �	 


:

ð3:7Þ

Customer service level of raw material n at plant k is
given by the following relation (Ballou 2004):

F1nk ¼ 1−
LI1nk � σ1nk

Q1nk

� �
: ð3:8Þ

Determine the optimal lot size by minimizing the total
cost of controlling raw material n required at plant k
subjected to the given customer service level of raw ma-
terial n at plant k.

Plant echelon model
In the plant echelon, the cost function to be minimized
consists of setup costs, processing costs, and work-in-
process carrying costs and cost related to the finished
product stockpile. The finished product stockpile cost
comprises stockpile holding cost, transportation holding
cost, and backorder cost. The optimum order quantity,
reorder point, and service level of product i at plant k
are obtained by optimizing the cost function. The fol-
lowing equations represent the total cost of production
and cost of controlling finished product stockpile,
respectively:

TCPik ¼ q2k � K2ik � Xik

Q2ik
þ PCik � Xik þHPik � Xik � T5ik

� �

ð3:9Þ

TCFik ¼ q2k �
H2ik

Q2ik
2

þ s2ik

� �
þ ∑

l
CHikl

�BCikl BNikl � F2ik þ BEikl � 1−F2ikð Þð Þ
þ MD2ik � F2ik

Q2ik

� �
� σ2ik � LI2ik

8>>>><
>>>>:

9>>>>=
>>>>;

ð3:10Þ

TCik ¼ TCPik þ TCFik ; ð3:11Þ

where TCik total cost of controlling finished product i at
plant k, TCPik cost of production of product i at plant k,
TCFik total cost of controlling finished product stockpile,
MD2ik mean demand of product i at plant k,ML2ik
expected demand of product i during leadtime at plant
k,LI2ik = IN(up)ik, loss integral representing the expected
number of units out of stock during an order cycle of
product i at plant k, and (up)ik standardized variable of
product i at plant echelon.
Reorder point is determined from the following rela-

tionship:

s2ik ¼ ML2ik þ up
� �

ik �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
VL2ik

p
: ð3:12Þ

Expected demand of product i over production lead
time at plant k is determined from the following rela-
tionship:

ML2ik ¼ Xik � T5ik ; ∀i; k: ð3:13Þ

Determination of various parameters is given by the
following relations (Sabri and Beamon 2000):
The total production lead time of product i at plant k

is given as the sum of setup time and waiting time at the
work stations, processing times, and material delay
times:

T5ik ¼ Sik þ Pik þ wik þ T6ik ∀i; k ð3:14Þ

The material delay time can be determined from the
following relationship:

T6ik ¼ max T4nk � 1–F1nkð Þð Þ ∀i; k: ð3:15Þ

The following relation gives variance of the production
lead time:

Var T5ikð Þ ¼ Var wikð Þ þ Var T6ikð Þ: ð3:16Þ

Variance of the material delay time is determined from
the following relation:
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Var T6ikð Þ ¼ max½Var T4nkð Þ � 1–F1nkð Þ
þ T6ikð Þ2 � 1–F1nkð Þ � F1nkð Þ�

ð3:17Þ

Variance and standard deviation of demand during
lead time are determined from the following equations:

VL2ik ¼ Xikð Þ2 � Var T5ikð Þ ð3:18Þ

σ2ik ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
VL2ik

p
: ð3:19Þ

Customer service level of product i at plant k is given
by the following relation (Ballou 2004):

F2ik ¼ 1−
LI2ik � σ2ik

Q2ik

� �
ð3:20Þ

The expected replenishment lead time for product i
from plant k to distribution center l is given by the fol-
lowing relation:

Tikl ¼ BNikl � F2ik þ T5ik þ BEiklð Þ
� 1−F2ikð Þ: ð3:21Þ

Variance of lead time for product i from plant k to dis-
tribution center l is calculated from the following rela-
tion:

Var Tikl ¼ F2ik � 1−F2ikð Þ � Tikl− T5ik þ BEiklð Þf g2 ð3:22Þ
Determine the optimal lot size (Q2ik) by minimizing

total cost of production and cost of controlling finished
product stockpile subjected to customer service level of
product.

Distribution center echelon model
In the distribution echelon, the total cost of distribution
of product i at the distribution center (DC)l under dy-
namic continuous review policy is given by the following
equation:

TCDil ¼ q3l �
K3ilxMD3il

Q3il
þ H3il � Q3il

2
−ML3il þ s3il

� �

þ H3ilxML3il
2xQ3il

þMD3ilxP3il
Q3il

� �
� σ3il � LI3il

2
664

3
775

ð3:23Þ
where TCDil total cost of controlling finished product i
at distribution center l,MD3il mean demand of product i
at distribution center l,ML3il expected demand of prod-
uct i during lead time at distribution center l, LI3il = IN
((ud)il) loss integral representing the expected number of
units out of stock during an order cycle of product i at
distribution center l, and (ud)il standardized variable at
distribution center echelon.
The reorder point of product i at distribution center l

is determined from the following relationship:

s3il ¼ ML3il þ udð Þil �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
VL3il

p
ð3:24Þ

Find out the expected and variance of transportation
lead time for product i to distribution center l from the
following relation (Sabri and Beamon 2000):

T7il ¼ ∑kq2k � Tikl

∑kq2k
∀i; l: ð3:25Þ

Var T7ilð Þ ¼ max q2k � Var Tik lð Þð Þ: ð3:26Þ

Determine lead time demand variance and standard
deviation of product i at distribution center l from the
following relation:

VL3il ¼ ∑
m
Y lm � Dim

� �2
� Var Tiklð Þ; ð3:27Þ

σ3il ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
VL2il

p
: ð3:28Þ

Customer service level of product i at distribution cen-
ter l is calculated from the following relation (Ballou
2004):

F3il ¼ 1−
LI3il � σ3il

Q3il

� �
: ð3:29Þ

Determine the optimum order quantity (Q3il) by min-
imizing total cost of controlling finished product i at dis-
tribution center l subjected to the given customer
service level of product i at distribution center l.

Problem formulation in fuzzy environment
In this section, formulation of fuzzy goal programming
with minimum operator in strategic and tactical level
planning is presented.

Fuzzy goal programming
Fuzzy set theory in goal programming (GP) was first
considered by Narasimhan (1982). Ramik (2000),
Mohamed (2000), and Abd El-Wahed and Abo-Sinna
(2001) have investigated various aspects of decision-
making problems using FGP theoretically. In fuzzy goal
programming, membership functions are formulated for
the objectives. After considering the aspiration levels of
the objectives and the nature of the objectives, ‘approxi-
mately less than or equal to,’ and ‘approximately greater
than or equal to,’ the membership functions can be de-
veloped for each objective as follows:
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� For approximately less than or equal to:

μzm xð Þ ¼
1 ; Zm xð Þ≤lm

um−Zm xð Þ
um−lm

; lm < Zm xð Þ≤um
0 ; Zm xð Þ > um

8><
>: ð4:1Þ

� For approximately greater than or equal to:

μzk xð Þ ¼
1 ; Zk xð Þ > lk

Zk xð Þ−lk
uk−lk

; lk < Zk xð Þ≤uk
0 ; Zk xð Þ≤lk

8><
>: ð4:2Þ

Zm xð Þ ¼ mth objective function
lm ¼ loweraspiration level ofmthobjective
um ¼ higheraspiration level ofmthobjective
μzm xð Þ ¼ membership functionof mthobjective

Fuzzy goal programming with minimum operator
Using the approach of Bellman and Zadeh (1970), the
feasible fuzzy solution set is obtained by the intersection
of all membership functions representing the fuzzy
goals. This solution set is then characterized by its mem-
bership μF(x) which is,

μF xð Þ ¼ μZ1 xð Þ∩ μZ2 xð Þ…∩μZk xð Þ
¼ min μZ1 xð Þ; μZ2 xð Þ;…; μZk xð Þ	 


:

ð4:3Þ

Then, the optimum decision can be determined to be
the maximum degree of membership for the fuzzy deci-
sion:

Max
x∈F

μF xð Þ ¼ max
x∈F

min μZ1 xð Þ; μZ2 xð Þ; ::::; μZk xð Þ	 

:

ð4:4Þ
By introducing the auxiliary variable λ, which is the

overall satisfactory level of compromise, the following
conventional mathematical programming problem can
be formulated:

Maximize λ
Subject to λ≤μzk k ¼ 1;…;K

λ∈ 0; 1½ �

)
: ð4:5Þ

Strategic level
These objective functions (supply chain cost and volume
flexibility) and constraints are discussed in the ‘Method-
ology’ section. The supply chain model that is developed
at strategic level with uncertainty in the objectives
is taken care by specifying aspiration levels for the
objectives. The decision-maker is able to specify the as-
piration levels for each objective. Linear membership
functions are defined for each objective depending on
their nature. The nature may be approximately less than
or equal or greater than or equal to the specified value.
Considering the nature of the fuzzy parameters, linear
membership functions of either non-increasing or non-
decreasing are formulated. Membership function of total
supply chain cost is assumed as non-increasing, and
membership function of volume flexibility is assumed as
non-decreasing.
Formulation of the membership functions of the fuzzy

variables are shown below:

1. Membership function for supply chain cost (μSCC)

μSCC ¼ 1 if SCC≤C1min

¼ C1maxð Þ−SCC
C1max−C1minð Þ if C1min < SCC < C1max

¼ 0 if SCC≥C1max

ð4:6Þ
2. Membership function for volume flexibility (μVF)

μVF ¼ 0 if VF≤C2min

¼ VF− C2minð Þ
C2max−C2minð Þ if C2min < VF < C2max

¼ 1 if VF≥C2min

ð4:7Þ

where C1min and C2min are the minimum aspiration
levels of SCC and VF and C1max and C2max are the max-
imum aspiration levels of SCC and VF.
According to Zimmermann (1978), Zadeh's minimum

operator is used in aggregating the objectives to deter-
mine the optimal solution at the strategic level. The fol-
lowing are the equations in a fuzzy goal programming
approach at the strategic level with minimum operator:

Maximize λ
Subject to λ≤μSCC

λ≤μVF
ð4:8Þ

and also subject to the crisp constraints shown in (2.3)
to (2.13), where

λ ¼ minðμSCC ; μVFÞ

Tactical level
In tactical level, the total cost of controlling raw mate-
rials, cost of controlling finished products at the plant
echelon, and cost of controlling finished products at the
distribution center echelon are assumed as fuzzy goals.
Service levels at the respective echelons are assumed as
constraints. Formulation of the membership functions of
the fuzzy goals are shown below:
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1. Membership function of the fuzzy goal (cost of
controlling raw materials)

μTCS ¼ 1 if TCS≤C3min

¼ C3maxð Þ−TCS
C3max−C3minð Þ if C3min < TCS < C3max

¼ 0 if TCS≥C3max

ð4:9Þ
2. Membership function of the fuzzy goal (cost of

controlling products at plant echelon)

μTCP ¼ 1 if TCP≤C4min

¼ TCP− C4minð Þ
C4max−C4minð Þ if C4min < TCP < C4max

¼ 0 if TCP≥C4min

ð4:10Þ
3. Membership function of the fuzzy goal (cost of

controlling products at distribution center echelon)

μTCD ¼ 1 if TCD≤C5min

¼ TCD− C5minð Þ
C5max−C5minð Þ if C5min < TCD < C5max

¼ 0 if TCD≥C5min

ð4:11Þ

where C3min, C4min, and C5min are the minimum aspir-
ation levels of TCS, TCP, and TCD and C3max, C4max,
and C5max are the maximum aspiration levels of TCS,
TCP, and TCD.
The following equations are obtained in fuzzy goal

programming approach at tactical level with minimum
operator:

Maximize λ
Subject to λ≤μTCS

λ≤μTCD
λ≤μTCP
0≤λ≤1

ð4:12Þ

and the following service level constraints:

0:85≤F1nk≤0:99 ∀n; k;
0:85≤F2ik≤0:99 ∀i; k;
0:85≤F3il≤0:99 ∀i; l:

ð4:13Þ

Methodology
A supply chain model in fuzzy environment is formulated,
and the decision variables at strategic and tactical levels
are determined by combining strategic level and tactical
level models through the following iterative procedure:

1. Stage 1: Solve the supply chain modeling problem in
crisp environment and obtain a payoff table.

(a)Step 1: Formulate the mixed integer linear

programming problem at strategic level with total
supply chain cost as objective function and
equations given in (2.3), (2.4), (2.5),… (2.13) as
constraints and solve to determine supply chain
cost and the volume flexibility.

(b)Step 2: Formulate tactical level models discussed
in the ‘Tactical level’ section and solve to
determine total cost of controlling raw material at
the supplier echelon, total cost of production and
cost of controlling finished product stockpile at
the plant echelon, and total cost of controlling
products at the distribution center echelon.

(c)Step 3: Formulate the mixed integer linear
programming problem with volume flexibility as
objective function and constraints given in
Equations 2.3, 2.4, 2.5,… 2.13.

(d)Step 4: Repeat step 2.
(e)Step 5: Prepare the payoff table which contains

extreme values of the objectives in strategic and
tactical levels.

2. Stage 2: Formulate the strategic level model in fuzzy
environment and solve.
(a)Step 1: Formulate membership functions of the

fuzzy goals (supply chain cost and volume
flexibility) using the aspiration levels of supply
chain cost and volume flexibility from the payoff
table obtained in the crisp environment.

(b)Step 2: Formulate tactical level models (strategic,
plant, and distribution center echelon models) as
discussed in the ‘Tactical level’ section and solve
to determine total cost of controlling raw
material at the supplier echelon, total cost of
production and cost of controlling finished
product stockpile at the plant echelon, and total
cost of controlling products at the distribution
center echelon.

Numerical illustration
As a numerical illustration, a supply chain with four
echelons, namely supplier, plant, distribution center, and
customer zone, is considered. In the supply chain, it is
assumed that four types of raw materials flow between
five suppliers and four plants. In addition, it is assumed
that four types of products flow from plants to four cus-
tomer zones through four distribution centers.
The input variables required for developing and analyz-

ing the supply chain model under study are shown in the
Appendix. The procedure discussed in the methodology is
used to determine the extreme solutions. These extreme
solutions are useful to formulate membership functions of
the fuzzy objectives in strategic and tactical levels.

Model formulation in strategic level
A fuzzy goal programming problem is formulated in
strategic level as discussed in the ‘Strategic level’



Table 2 Supply chain performance measures

Performance measures Value

SCC at strategic level 175,758.2

VF 10,627.1
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subsection and is given below.

Maximize λ
Subject to the following constraints :

λ≤
176; 200−SCC

176; 200−175; 700

λ≤
VF−10432

10; 832−10; 432
0≤λ≤1;

ð6:1Þ

and also subjected to the constraints given in Equations 2.3
to 2.13.

Model formulation in tactical level
A fuzzy goal programming problem in tactical level is
formulated as discussed in the ‘Tactical level’ subsection
and is given below.

Maximize λ
Subject to the following constraints :

λ≤
5; 300−TCS
5; 300−5; 000

λ≤
4; 000−TCP
4; 000−3; 600

λ≤
1; 050−TCD
1; 050−1; 000

0≤λ≤1;

ð6:2Þ

and also the service level constraints.

Results and discussions
The supply chain model is solved in crisp environment by
implementing the methodology for the numerical example
given in the ‘Numerical illustration’ section. LINGO code
is developed to solve the mixed integerprogramming
problem formulated at the strategic level and the non-
linear programming problems at the three echelons. The
extreme solutions are obtained by implementing step 1 to
step 11 of stage 1 of the ‘Methodology’ section.
The extreme solutions shown in Table 1 indicate that

the performance measures have two strategies, namely
efficient strategy and responsive strategy. The supply
chain cost at strategic level in efficient strategy is 0.28%
less than the supply chain cost in responsive strategy.
The cost of controlling raw materials at the supplier
echelon in perspective 2 is 4.22% less than that of the re-
sponsive strategy. The cost of controlling products at
the plant echelon in perspective 1 is 12.66% less than
that of the responsive strategy. The cost of controlling
products at the distribution center echelon in both
Table 1 Extreme solutions

Objective function SCC VF TCS TCP TCD

Minimize SCC 175,700 10,432 4,800 3,600 1,000

Maximize VF 176,200 10,832 5,300 4,000 1,050
perspectives is almost the same. In the case of volume
flexibility, the responsive strategy is 2.94% more than
that obtained in efficient strategy. Further, the total sup-
ply chain cost in the efficient strategy is 0.4% less than
that of the responsive strategy.
The models developed in strategic and tactical levels

in fuzzy environment are solved using LINGO 9.0.
Table 2 shows the values of supply chain cost, volume
flexibility, total cost of controlling raw materials at the
supplier echelon, total cost of controlling products at
the plant echelon, and total cost of controlling products
at the distribution center echelon in tactical level.
The minimum operator assures minimum satisfaction

of all the goals: supply chain cost (175,758.2), volume flexi-
bility (10,627.1), total cost of controlling raw materials
(5,184.1) at the supplier echelon, total cost of controlling
products at the plant echelon (3,767.8), and total cost of
controlling products (1,024.7) at the distribution center
echelon obtained with the minimum operator lying
between the extreme solutions. The above performance
measures obtained in fuzzy environment indicate the
compensation strategy. Comparison of the performance
measures (normalized values) of the three strategies,
namely efficient (EF), responsive (RS), and compensation
(CS), is shown in Figure 1.
In the case of heavy industries like integrated steel

plants, they can choose perspective 1 as they adopt effi-
cient (cost-effective) supply chain strategy. On the other
hand, companies involved in the manufacture of elec-
tronic goods like computers, cell phones, etc. can choose
responsive supply chain strategy. Today, companies in-
volving manufacturing of volatile and unforeseeable
products like apparel and automotive must pioneer in
compensation strategy.

Conclusions
In this paper, a multi-objective-oriented approach is
adopted for supply chain modeling in fuzzy environ-
ment. Aspiration levels of the fuzzy objectives are de-
rived from extreme solutions obtained by modeling in
crisp environment. The results revealed that supply
chain cost is low with low volume flexibility in the case
of efficient supply chain strategy. In responsive strategy,
SCC at tactical level

Total cost of controlling raw materials at the supplier
echelon (TCS)

5,184.1

Total cost of controlling products at the plant echelon (TCP) 3,767.8

Total cost of controlling products at the distribution
center echelon (TCD)

1,024.7



Figure 1 Comparison of strategies.
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volume flexibility is high with high total supply chain
cost. In fuzzy environment, the total supply chain cost
and volume flexibility which lie between the values
obtained with the two perspectives indicate the compen-
sation strategy. Implementing the proposed method-
ology may generate more satisfactory solutions, and the
developed model is robust to evaluate different supply
chain strategies. Further, fuzzy goal programming tech-
niques provide feasible solutions with flexible model for-
mulation in decision-making problems, which involve
human judgments in decision-making.
This paper focuses on how supply chain is designed by

implementing a structured methodology which integrates
strategic planning and tactical planning. This study can be
extended to develop interactive user-friendly application
software for supply chain planning in an organization.
Also, investigation of integrating, operational level plan-
ning is an interesting research area.
Appendix
Input data

i, product index; j, vendor index; k, plant index; l,
distribution center index; m, customer zone index; n,
raw material index
f1k, fixed charges for plant k (Rs/period) (4,750, 4,450,
4,550, 5,000)
f2l, fixed charges for distribution center l (Rs/period)
(120, 150, 120, 150)
Pk, production capacity of plant k (unit/period) (3,750,
2,600, 2,500, 3,000)
(T3l)L, minimum throughput of DC l (unit/period)
(100, 100, 50, 50)
(T3l)H, maximum throughput of DC l (unit/period)
(300,500,300,300)
Rnj, raw material n availability at vendor j (2,500,
2,500, 2,500, 2,500, 2,500, 2,500, 2,500, 3,000, 3,500,
3,500, 2,000, 2,500, 2,000, 2,000, 2,500, 2,000, 2,500,
2,500, 2,000, 2,000)
C1nj, unit cost of raw material n at vendor j (Rs/unit)
(5, 4, 5, 6, 6, 4, 5, 5, 6, 3, 4, 5, 4, 6, 5, 5, 4, 3, 4, 5)
uni, utilization rate of each raw material n per unit of
product i(1.3, 1.2, 1.2, 1.3, 1.2, 1.2, 1.3, 1.2, 1.2, 1.2, 1.1,
1.2, 1.2, 1.2, 1.2, 1.3)
E2ik, equivalent units at plant k per unit of product i
(2, 2, 5, 5, 2, 2, 5, 4, 5, 2, 2, 2, 5, 2, 5, 2)
E3il, equivalent units at DC l per unit of product i
(3, 2, 2, 3, 2, 2, 3, 2, 3, 2, 2, 3, 2, 2, 3, 3)
Dim, average demand for product i at customer zone
m (unit/period) (20, 30, 20, 20, 40, 50, 40, 30, 40, 30,
40, 20, 20, 30, 40, 40)
(P2ik)L, minimum production volume of product i at
plant k (unit/period) (5, 10, 5, 10, 5, 5, 12, 5, 5, 12, 15,
5, 15, 15, 15, 15)
(P2ik)H, maximum production volume of product i at
plant k (unit/period) (50, 50, 100, 50, 50, 50, 50, 50,
50, 100, 100, 50, 50, 50, 100, 50)
anjk, unit transportation cost from vendor j to plant k
of raw material n (Rs/unit) (1, 1.25, 1.45, 1.4, 1.85, 1.6,
1.5, 1.9, 1, 1, 1.4, 1.4, 1.65, 1.15, 1.5, 1.5, 1, 1.25, 1, 1.4,
1.5, 1.6, 1.7, 1.8, 1, 1.25, 1.4, 1, 1.15, 1.5, 1.5, 1.5, 1.6,
1.6, 1.6, 1.6, 1.5, 1.65, 1.65, 1.65, 1.5, 1, 1, 1, 1.15, 1.5,
1.5, 1.5, 1.4, 1.4, 1.25, 1.25, 1.5, 1.5, 1.5, 1.15, 1.25, 1.4,
1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, 1.5, 1.5)
T2nj (×10

−3), expected delay time of raw material n at
vendor j (period) (13, 17, 14, 14, 11, 12, 14, 14, 16, 15,
16, 12, 14, 13, 14, 15)
V2nj (×10

−4), variance of lead time for raw material n
from vendor j to plant k (period2) (41, 28, 35, 33, 39,
34, 41, 39, 38, 40, 48, 48, 36, 32, 42, 35)
dilm, unit transportation cost of product i from DC l
to customer zone m (Rs/unit) (1.66, 1.3, 1.86, 1.62,
1.94, 1.38, 1.96, 1.74, 1.72, 1.38, 1.54, 1.16, 1.3, 1.24,
1.64, 1.68, 1.02, 1.7, 1.56, 1.1, 1.9, 1.32, 1.18, 1.88, 1.14,
1.14, 1.28, 1.72, 1.02, 1.58, 1.82, 1.08, 1.26, 1.66, 1.72,
1.86, 1.44, 1.98, 1.48, 1.1, 1.16, 1.75, 1.46, 1.56, 1.2, 1.3,
1.38, 1.14, 1.74, 1.46, 1.92, 1.88, 1.62, 1.38, 1.72, 1.72,
1.72, 1.84, 1.04, 1.24, 1.36, 1.62, 1.02, 1.82)
T1njk (×10−3), expected lead time for raw material n
from vendor j to plant k (period) (27, 27.8, 27.2, 27.6,
27.6, 27.6, 27.6, 27.2, 27.1, 27.6, 27.3, 27.5, 27.2, 27.1,
27.6, 27.3, 27.5, 27.2, 28.1, 27.8, 27.4, 27.8, 28.1, 27.4,
27.4, 26.8, 27.7, 27.5, 28.1, 27.4, 28.3, 27.4, 27.6, 27.9,
26.3, 27.4, 27.3, 27.5, 28.4, 26.7, 26.9, 26.8, 27.7, 28.1,
26.8, 28.3, 27.1, 27.4, 27.4, 27.7, 27.1, 27.2, 27.3, 26.9,
28.1, 27.8, 27.8, 26.5, 26.7, 27.7, 27, 26.7, 27.3, 27.3,
27.3, 27.2, 27.1, 27.5, 26.9)
V1njk (×10

−4), variance of lead time for raw material n
from vendor j to plant k (period2) (26, 23, 14, 13, 25,
33, 36, 22, 16, 31, 26, 45, 26, 25, 26, 26, 23, 26, 25, 29,
13, 20, 257, 19, 25, 28, 23, 25, 30, 30, 35, 18, 36, 26, 26,
25, 41, 12, 20, 22, 26, 41, 26, 27, 13, 28, 26, 23, 30, 20,
19, 22, 25, 20, 17, 15, 27, 31, 21, 26, 24, 19, 39, 21)
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K1nk, order setup cost of replenishing raw material n
required at plant k (Rs) (35, 38, 33, 38, 38, 37, 33, 35,
32, 35, 35, 39, 33, 37, 32, 32)
H1nk, holding cost of raw material n required at plant k
(Rs/period/unit) (1, 2, 5, 2, 5, 2, 1, 2, 5, 3, 4, 1, 4, 5, 2, 2)
P1nk, backorder cost for shortage of raw material n
required at plant k (Rs/unit) (17, 15, 20, 17, 25, 19, 18,
16, 28, 19, 21, 26, 25, 25, 14, 18)
K2ik, production setup cost of product i at plant k (Rs)
(54, 50, 53, 55, 50, 55, 56, 57, 55, 51, 52, 53, 53, 55, 54, 56)
H2ik, holding cost of product i at plant k (Rs/period/
unit) (1.6, 1.2, 1.5, 1.1, 1.3, 1.1, 1.3, 1.7, 1.2, 1.3, 1.5,
1.3, 1.6, 1.4, 1.1, 1.5)
P2ik, backorder cost for shortage of product i required
at plant k (Rs/unit) (24, 30, 32, 45, 30, 32, 38, 39, 38,
36, 34, 44, 37, 38, 33, 39)
K3il, order setup cost of product i at DC l (Rs) (44, 40,
43, 44, 40, 45, 45, 46, 45, 41, 42, 43, 43, 45, 43, 44)
H3il, holding cost of product i at DC l (Rs/period/unit)
(1.5, 1.6, 1.11, 1.5, 1.3, 1.3, 1.6, 1.2, 1.6, 1.2, 1.2, 1.4,
1.4, 1.3, 1.5, 1.6)
P3il, backorder penalty cost for shortage of product i
at DC l (Rs/unit) (30, 32, 31, 30, 31, 29, 28, 23, 29, 30,
27, 28, 27, 26, 25, 29)
PCik, processing cost of product i at plant k (Rs/unit) (1,
1.2, 1, 0.8, 1.2, 0.9, 1.1, 1.2, 0.9, 1, 1.3, 1.3, 0.85, 0.75, 1.2, 1)
HPik, work-in-process holding cost of product i at
plant k (Rs/period/unit) (5, 2, 9, 6, 2, 5, 2, 8, 1, 9, 5, 9,
9, 1, 3, 7)
Sik (×10−3), production setup time for product i at
plant k (period) (10, 20, 30, 40, 20, 10, 20, 10, 30, 30,
10, 20, 10, 20, 10, 10)
Pik (×10−3), production processing time for product i
at plant k (period) (40, 30, 20, 10, 30, 20, 50, 40, 60,
50, 70, 50, 30, 40, 30)
A1nj (%), availability of raw material n at vendor j (90,
85, 95, 90, 90, 95, 95, 90, 90, 85, 95, 90, 90, 85, 95, 90,
90, 85, 95, 90)
BNikl (×10−3), normal transportation lead time for
product i from plant k to DC l (period) (6, 3, 7, 6, 2, 3,
7, 7, 2, 7, 5, 8, 5, 6, 4, 5, 4, 5, 5, 4, 4, 7, 5, 5, 7, 6, 5, 5,
4, 4, 4, 3, 76, 5, 7, 6, 8, 5, 5, 5, 1, 5, 8, 8, 6, 1, 7, 8, 6, 7,
7, 9, 4, 5, 10, 3, 9, 6, 6, 6, 9, 3, 5)
BEikl (×10−3), expedited transportation lead time of
product i from plant k to DC l (period) (5, 2, 6, 5, 1, 2,
6, 6, 1, 6, 4, 7, 4, 5, 3, 4, 3, 4, 4, 3, 3, 6, 4, 4, 6, 5, 4, 4,
3, 3, 3, 2, 6, 5, 4, 6, 5, 7, 4, 4, 4, 1, 4, 7, 5, 6, 6, 7, 5, 6,
6, 8, 3, 4, 9, 2, 8, 5, 5, 5, 8, 2, 4)
wik (×10−3), waiting time of the product i at plant k
(period) (5, 2, 2, 2, 0.3, 4, 2, 3, 2, 2, 4, 2, 3, 5, 4, 2)
Var wik (×10

−3), 1, 4, 8, 7, 2, 7, 7, 6, 3, 3, 8, 7, 5, 6, 9, 5
sikl, unit transportation cost from plant k to DC l of
product i (Rs/unit), from tactical model (2, 3, 1, 1, 5, 3,
3, 1, 3, 5, 1, 1, 3, 1, 3, 3, 3, 2, 2, 1, 2, 3, 2, 1, 4, 3, 2, 1,
3, 4, 2, 2, 1, 4, 4, 1, 3, 4, 3, 1, 4, 1, 3, 1, 1, 4, 1, 2, 4, 4,
1, 2, 4, 3, 2, 2, 4, 3, 4, 2, 3, 4, 3, 1)
CHikl, holding for i product from plant k to DC l (Rs/
period/unit) (0.5, 0.7, 0.8, 0.8, 0.6, 0.11, 0.2, 0.3, 0.3,
0.13, 0.1, 0.19, 0.6, 0.12, 0.13, 0.17, 0.9, 0.1, 0.11, 0.1,
0.14, 0.18, 0.14, 0.18, 0.5, 0.14, 0.18, 0.5, 0.14, 0.17,
0.16, 0.11, 0.1, 0.12, 0.11, 0.1, 0.15, 0.11, 0.02, 0.2, 0.12,
0.12, 0.11, 0.1, 0.1, 0.11, 0.1, 0.1, 0.11, 0.1, 0.13, 0.16,
0.14, 0.12, 0.17, 0.1, 0.11, 0.19, 0.16, 0.11, 0.13, 0.14,
0.18, 0.12, 0.11, 0.1.17, 0.13, 0.14, 0.10)
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